City Council
5200 Emerald Parkway • Dublin, OH 43017-1090
Phone: 614.410.4400

Memo

To: Members of Dublin City Council
From: Vice Mayor De Rosa, Administrative Committee Chair
Date: May 5, 2020
Re: Resolution 25-20 and Council Retreat Report
Background
Attached are two documents related to Council’s February retreat for your consideration and
adoption:


Resolution 25-20
This resolution adopts Dublin City Council’s 2020-2021 goals. City Council reaffirmed the
three 2019-2020 goals and added a fourth goal, related to the Dublin 2035 Framework.



2020 Council Retreat Report

Staff intends to provide updates to Council regarding the visionary goals, policy topics and goal
follow-ups discussed during the retreat.
Recommendation
Adoption of both Resolution 25-20 and the 2020 Council Retreat Report at the May 11 Council
meeting.

Reflecting, Connecting,
Forward-Thinking

February 2020

2020 City Council Retreat
Reflecting, Connecting, Forward-Thinking
Dublin Integrated Education Center
February 20th-21st, 2020

Context & Background
On February 20-21, 2020 the annual Dublin City Council retreat was held at the Dublin
Integrated Education Center with a central purpose of goal review, goal setting, and taking
specified time for future based forward-thinking. Participants in this year’s retreat included the
Mayor, Vice Mayor, Council Members, City Manager, Law Director and staff department heads
as outlined below. The retreat was facilitated by Jeff Sturm from the Spark Creative and the
agenda was outlined as follows:

TODAY

Today & Tomorrow

Reflecting & Connecting
• The Year
• The Era
• The Goals

Areas
of Emphasis

TOMORROW

Dublin
2035

Forward-Thinking
• Time, Trends, & Trajectory

for Exploration &
Engagement

• The Next Decade
• Easier, Better, Faster Com
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Retreat Participants
Participants invited to attend the 2020 annual retreat included the following:
CITY STAFF

CITY COUNCIL
1. Mayor Chris Amorose Groomes (At Large) – 2016
2. Vice Mayor Cathy De Rosa (Ward 4) - 2018
3. Christina Alutto (At Large) - 2016
4. Jane Fox (Ward 2) – 2018
5. Andy Keeler (At Large) – 2020
6. Greg Peterson (Ward 1) – 1998-2001; 2014
7. John Reiner (Ward 3) – 1997 (unable to attend)
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Dana McDaniel, City Manager
Jennifer Readler, Law Director
Megan O’Callahan, Deputy City Manager
Homer Rogers, Assistant City Manager
Sue Burness, Director of Communications
and Public Information
Justin Paez, Chief of Police
Doug McCollough, CIO
Matt Stiffler, Interim Director of Finance
Jenny Rauch, Interim Director of Planning
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Day One: February 20th 5:30pm – 8:30pm
The retreat began with an environment of reflection and connection as participants joined for
dinner, informal discussion, setup, and an exercise grounding us in our rich history as we
continue to plan for and help navigate towards an even better tomorrow.
Part I – Breathing Room
Jeff Sturm facilitated a short opening setting up the agenda, the approach, and how the retreat
would flow. Jeff outlined how the brain and emotions work under conditions of focused
productivity, stress and/or tight timelines – that while productivity and accomplishment can
soar during times of extreme focus and drive, the parts of the brain that function to create
empathy, creativity, forward-thinking, and access to remote ideas and memory (the DMN)
essentially shuts down. We are the healthiest and provide the best human condition for
connection and leadership when we make time to oscillate between high-functioning focus and
reflective resourceful mindfulness.
Great leadership will manifest when taking the time to breathe, reflect, think creatively, and
see through someone else’s eyes. Jeff reinforced the importance of setting time aside daily,
monthly, and annually to create space to be mindful, breathe, and engage in broad thinking –
both as individuals and as a group. While there were a couple of time-driven matters to discuss
on this retreat, the approach would mainly be to create an environment for this kind of
connectedness and forward-thinking.

Part II – Observations & Opportunity
After having spent more than 20 hours meeting 1on1 and in small group settings with Council
and Staff members over the past 3
weeks, Jeff shared his collective

Observations & Opportunity

•

Commitment

•

Care

•

Diverse Thinking

He also challenged the group to mix

•

Mix of Strengths

and connect these ingredients well

•

Varied Backgrounds

•

High Engagement

•

Passion

observations on the key ingredients
that he sees existing within the group.

while avoiding the natural tension
that this collection can also create if
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not purposefully mixed and managed.
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Part III – Dublin through the Decades
The group spent time discussing and adding updates to an exercise from the 2016 Council
Retreat which created an era-based timeline of Dublin through the decades. Through this
exercise the group had two core reflective outcomes for purposeful forward application:
1) Those that came before us: The group had a reinforced sense of pride for the hard work
and forward-looking fortitude from all those that have lived, served, worked, and
contributed to making Dublin what it is today. For their work through the years, serving
with a richness of purpose, engagement, and lives well lived. Thankfulness for those that
have come before us, with an intent to now become those people for all who will come
after us.
2) Steadfast Courage: A reinforcement of appreciation from past councils and a
responsibility of this council to remain steadfast in vision and intent and to have courage
in purpose and in policy through their application in development and execution.

Dublin across the Decades
1975-1984

1995-2004

Lift-Off! Defining Dublin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts Council
Community Plan
Original Charter
Metro Place
Chamber of Commerce
Dev Regulations
Form of Government
Fire Perry/Washington

Actions, Events, Projects
2016-Present

Citizen Engagement

• Memorial
Tournament
• Wendy’s
• OCLC
• City Hall

• Fiber
• 2nd Com Plan
• Metro Parks /
Glacier-Ridge
• Crew Stadium
• Gelpi
• Charter Review
• Miracle Field

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

…

9/11
Citizen Eng
Rec Center Opens
West Branch
Cardinal Health
4th of July Celeb
Opening of 2nd
High School

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-1975

Setting the
Standard
• Sewer &
Water
Agreement
• I-270
• Library
• Muirfield
• Ashland
• Honda

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

and beyond..

Rapid Growth & Community
• City Status
• Dublin-Washington
Township Merger
• Income Tax 1%->2%
• Emerald Parkway
• Irish Festival
• 1st Debt Levy
• Missing Link Muirfield
Drive Extension

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tara Hill
Justice Center
175th Anniversary
Ryder Cup
Sewer Ban
1st CIP
New Bridge over
270

1985-1994

Maturing and Leading
• Economic
Development
Strategy
• Glick / Dublin

• Emerald Parkway
Completed
• Ohio University
• 1st Roundabouts
• Bri-High
• Hospital
• Bridge Street
• Presidents Cup

2005-2015

…
Dublin
2030
Time
Trends
Trajectory
MAKE &
CREATE

2020-2030
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Part IV – An Era in the making: Dublin 2016 – 2020
The group then moved into three smaller working teams to reflect and consider the past four
years – actions taken, changes made, events, projects, issues overcome and accomplishments
completed. The groups captured their thoughts and then gave that portion of this era a
headline name to capture the essence of the era in the making. Raw outputs are as follows:

Actions Taken
Changes Made
Events, Projects
Issues Overcome
Accomplishments

theSPARKCreative
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Part V – 2007 -2019 Goal Review, Consideration, Clarification & Direction.
The group transitioned into a deep dive consideration of past and present council annual goals.
A detailed and summary level view of annual goals from past retreats covering the periods
2007-2019 had been included in pre-read material. The summary level goal review construct
was discussed with ideas presented on how to adjust it for greater value moving forward. In
addition, a number of questions and clarifications were made regarding past goals – with a
realization that there would be good value in continuing to reference and better understand
the purpose and intent of goals established by previous councils in order to help maintain
continuity of intent and execution while enabling improved evolution based on time and
environment changes. Several outcomes, outlined below, were concluded as action steps:
An Engine of Progress-Making Execution

Clarity & Focus
Consistency
Connection
Evolution

Strategic Plan

Operating Plan

Action Plan

Achievement

a Portfolio of

Enabling
Initiatives
Articulated Aspiration
of Direction

Achievable & Actionable
Outcome Specificity

A prioritized portfolio of
project action

Execution
& Results
Action on Deliverables that
drive Outcomes & Results

Dublin, Ohio –
A Global City of Choice.
Vibran t. Innova ti ve. Engaged.

Work – Live – Learn – Play
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1) Goal Summary Format & Updates: Adjust the goal summary into four parts and update
information as appropriate (then combine this output with our 2020 objectives).
 Completed & Done, no more attention required.
 Accomplished & Institutionalized as part of ongoing operations.
 In-Progress with accomplishments occurring. Purposeful attention, energy, and
project-level resourcing still required to fully complete.
 In-Focus priority with decisive energy and project-level attention required
(and/or) scope and path are evolving, changing, or not yet fully established.
2) Goal Summary Usage: Determine a process and launch a way to get value in leveraging
a summary level view of past and present goals in both onboarding and ongoing
reference for Council and Staff navigation and execution. This would help with Clarity,
Focus, Continuity, Capacity, and general workload balancing.

Part VI – Fieldhouse Financial Framework Update
Staff provided an update on various financial framework models for the potential development
of the Fieldhouse.

theSPARKCreative
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Day TWO: February 21st 8:30am – 4:30pm
The group began day two of the retreat with a brief reflection on the previous day’s learnings,
accomplishments, and discoveries then quickly turned attention to the day’s main purpose.

Today

Yesterday’s Outcomes

• Forward Thinking

•

Grounded in our story.

•

Context of goals and past councils.

•

An action item of organization for clarity & focus.

•

An update & feedback on Union Center financial framework.

•

A sense of perspective & posture to shape the lens you see thru.
• Critical Thinking for Discovery & Confidence
• Steadfast Vision Focus for Future Generations

Dublin, Our Next Decade: Exploration grounded in
Time, Trends, & Trajectory. Identifying Areas of
Emphasis for the next decade… and beyond.
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Forward Thinking – Our Next Decade and Beyond…
Jeff outlined a three-part process for forward planning that enables groups to be grounded in
today while engaging thinking that is forward looking. The goal of the session is to identify
priority areas of emphasis for discovery & exploration to help guide and shape Dublin’s future.
Part I – We Are Here
The group leveraged demographic, economic, geographic, experiential, and observational data
to discuss and develop a situational point of view of who we are today, what we look like, and
where we have come from.
Getting Oriented – We are Here
POPULATION TRENDSAND KEYINDICATORS
Dublin City, OH
48,040

17,216

2.78

38.8

Population

Households

Avg Size
Household

Median
Age

$120,070 $377,171
Median
Household Income

Median
Home Value

MORTGAGE INDICATORS

225

141

45

Wealth
Index

Housing
Affordability

Diversity
Index

Historical Trends: Population
48,000

46,000

44,000

01

01

2

You Are Here

9

8

6

7

5

1

0

1
0

0

0

2

14

0

2

13

12

0

2

11

20

2

20

10

42,000

POPULATION BY GENERATION

2

15.4%
Percent of Income for
Mortgage

2

$19,433
Avg Spent on Mortgage &
Basics

POPULATION BYAGE

2

1

Home Value
30%

20%

4.7%

21.6%

23.4%

Greatest Gen:
Born 1945/Earlier

Baby Boomer:
Born 1946 to 1964

Generation X:
Born 1965 to 1980

10%

0%
<$50,000

$150,000

$250,000

$400,000

$750,000

$1,000,000+

Housing: Year Built

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
Data Source: ESRI

20%
Under 18 (26%)

Ages 18 to 64 (62%)

Aged 65+ (12%)

20.6%

26.2%

3.4%

Millennial:
Born 1981 to 1998

Generation Z:
Born 1999 to 2016

Alpha: Born
2017 to Present

U.S. Census Bureau, Esri forecasts for 2019 and 2024, Esri Vintage 2019 Time Series

INCOME

EDUCATION

$120,070

Dublin City, OH

30%

2%

Median Household Income

8%

No High
School
Diploma

High School
Graduate

10%

74%

16%

$57,960

Bachelor's/
Grad /Prof
Degree

Some College

Per Capita Income

EMPLOYMENT

0%
<1939 1940-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-09 2010-13

$582,881

2014+

85%

White Collar

Blue Collar

Median Net Worth

7%

2.3%

8%

Unemployment
Rate

HOUSEHOLD INCOME ($)
200000+

Services

150000-199999

100000-149999

KEY FACTS

75000-99999

48,040

38.8

Population

Median Age

50000-74999

35000-49999

25000-34999

15000-24999

17,216

$96,302

Households

Median Disposable Income

0-14999
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000
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Part II – Time, Trends and Trajectory
This part of the exercise centered on moving forward. The
group moved into three teams to begin considering the
effects of time, trends, and the current trajectory over the
next decade. Considering what aspects of the city would
change, are changing, or may need help or support based
on who we are today and where time is leading.

theSPARKCreative
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Part II – (continued)
The team exercise included choosing a category of focus and thinking through what this
category of focus would look like (or what we might want it to look like) assuming current
momentum would continue. The outcome was focused on identifying priority categories\topics
of focus for discovery and exploration that would to help shape Dublin in the next decade.
Where Time & Trends are taking us…

1. Choose a category
Demographics
Commerce
Education
Housing
Mobility
Finance
Social
Land
etc

2. Extrapolate 2030 change
What would this look like?
Assuming the status quo continues.

What do we want it to look like?
What are the topical issues to
address?

Not Solutions. Just Change & Topics.
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Eleven Categories were explored – these included:
Commerce
Mobility
Finance
Technology

Education
Land
Demographics
Culture

Housing
Social
Services

Part III – The Path of Exploration
After a brief discussion and report out from each team on the topics they considered and why
they selected them for consideration, the group returned to their teams with the tasks of
prioritizing and then selecting one or two categories as their recommendation for exploration
and potential design. Groups were tasked to select a priority and define a high-level approach
on steps required to understand their topic and its implications for Dublin 2035.
Areas of Emphasis for Exploration
Creating the Priority and Approach to begin exploring these topics… queueing up an agenda of Discovery. Pick 1-2.

The Path of Exploration
Discuss and Identify the priority and approach (steps,
actions, ideas) on how and what needs to happen to begin
exploring this topic.

Dublin 2030ish

Dublin 2030ish

An Agenda for Exploration & Discovery

These are not solutions, but a path forward -- how to begin understanding better, defining current and future state more fully, and exploring options for solutions, etc, etc

All Rights Reserved – Property of the Spark Creative ©
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Part III – (continued)
The groups identified four primary themes for future focus. Each theme included details on an
exploration approach:
Role of Gov’t

theSPARKCreative
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Land

Housing

Education
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Wrap-Up – Reflecting, Connecting, & Forward-Thinking
As the retreat concluded, the group considered the previous days 2007-2019 Goals Summary
along with dialogue, discussion, and topical outcomes of the current day’s forward-thinking
exercises. Two goal-setting decisions were made: 1) Reaffirmation of the ongoing advancement
of the 2019 goals; and 2) The need to establish a long-range framework to aid in the planning
for Dublin 2035.
Goal I – Reaffirmation and Continuation
With a sensitivity that capacity, clarity and focus needs to be well managed and considered
before adding more goals to the plate, the group affirmed the great progress on last year’s
goals and then reaffirmed their criticality for focus and continued execution throughout 2020:
1. Ensure Fiscal Strength and Sustainability. Execute on the recently completed
2019 Economic Development Strategy to spur growth and raise income tax
revenue by 3% or more annually.
2. Become the Most Connected Community in the U.S. Continue pilots and explore
partnerships and possible economic models to find viable solutions to deliver
broadband access and smart city capabilities to all our businesses and residents.
3. Innovate and Enhance City Services Using Big Data and Better Analytics.
Leverage 2019 investments in data platforms, new staffing, and resources to
capture the economic and operational improvement opportunities now possible
through data and data analytics. Ensure privacy, security, and transparency.
Goal II – DUBLIN 2035
As an outcome of the interaction, team dynamic, and thoughtful exploration of topics
throughout the retreat, the group established direction in setting a “Dublin 2035” annual goal.
This 2020 goal centers on the creation and mobilization of a Dublin 2035 framework – the
beginning of a meaningful movement of mindful consideration in the planning, navigating, and
establishment of long-term future direction. The goal will pick-up the topics and output from
this retreat (included herein) and will organize around four overarching themes:
Infrastructure

Land Use

Economics

Quality of Life

Next Steps – Taking Action
Cathy De Rosa took the action to integrate these decisions into the overall action plan from all
retreat outcomes to help move these decisions forward. Council and staff will conduct working
sessions in 2020 to advance these goals.
Part III – the Bridge
As the day wrapped the team gathered to discuss and decide how to refer to the new bridge
during the upcoming festivities. Names from residential submissions had been reviewed and
two referenceable names were proposed to choose from.
theSPARKCreative
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Part IV – A walk into the future…
On a sunny day in late February in the City of Dublin, for the first time, City Council and City
Staff left the retreat, gathered together, and took a unifying walk into the future…
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